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The hyperfine spectra of 51,53−64Mn were measured in two experimental runs using collinear laser spectroscopy
at ISOLDE, CERN. Laser spectroscopy was performed on the atomic 3d5 4s2 6S5/2 → 3d5 4s4p 6P 3/2 and ionic
3d5 4s 5S2 → 3d5 4p 5P3 transitions, yielding two sets of isotope shifts. The mass and field shift factors for both
transitions have been calculated in the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock framework and were combined with a King
plot analysis in order to obtain a consistent set of mean-square charge radii which, together with earlier work on
neutron-deficient Mn, allow the study of nuclear structure changes from N = 25 across N = 28 up to N = 39.
A clear development of deformation is observed towards N = 40, confirming the conclusions of the nuclear
moments studies. From a Monte Carlo shell-model study of the shape in the Mn isotopic chain, it is suggested
that the observed development of deformation is not only due to an increase in static prolate deformation but also
due to shape fluctuations and triaxiality. The changes in mean-square charge radii are well reproduced using the
Duflo-Zuker formula except in the case of large deformation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.94.054321
I. INTRODUCTION
The structure of exotic nuclei exhibits many peculiarities
such as halo nuclei, islands of inversion, and shape coexistence.
Laser spectroscopy has played a decisive role in studying
these phenomena as it enables measurements of spins, nuclear
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moments, and changes in mean-square charge radii from the
valley of stability to exotic regions of the nuclear chart [1].
Due to the complementarity of the measured ground-state
properties, a comprehensive description of nuclear structure
can be established, for example, the evolution of both single-
particle and collective aspects as a function of nucleon
number [2,3]. Mean-square charge radii in particular have
been systematically measured across the nuclear chart. They
are sensitive to the shape and size of the nucleus and can also
be extracted for even-even nuclei with I = 0, for which the
magnetic moments and spectroscopic quadrupole moments are
zero.
The region between the proton-magic Ca (Z = 20) and
Ni (Z = 28) isotopes has attracted much attention due to
its rich variety in nuclear structure. Around calcium, early
measurements revealed a remarkable behavior of the charge
radii between N = 20 and N = 28 [4–7]. Furthermore, the
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appearance of new magic numbers at N = 32 and N = 34
was investigated [8–12]. Adding a few protons towards the
nickel isotopic chain and a few neutrons towards N = 40,
a rapid development of collectivity is observed, bearing close
resemblance to the island of inversion around N = 20 [13,14].
Although nuclear moments and mean-square charge radii have
been essential in the interpretation of the nuclear structure
around N = 20 [15–18], so far the experimental knowledge
of these observables around N = 40 is scarce. Their mea-
surements therefore provide necessary and complementary
information.
With 25 protons, the manganese isotopes lie centrally
between the Ca and Ni isotopic chains. The nuclear moments
and mean-square charge radii of Mn between N = 25 and
N = 31 were previously studied at the IGISOL facility, JYFL,
Jyva¨skyla¨ [19]. These measurements have now been extended
to N = 39 in two collinear laser spectroscopy experiments
at ISOLDE, CERN [20–22]. With the ground-state properties
of Mn known from N = 25 across N = 28 up to N = 39,
a detailed picture of the changing nuclear structure emerges.
The mean-square charge radii and quadrupole moments show
a clear kink at N = 28 associated with a neutron shell
closure, while the effect of N = 28 on the two-neutron
separation energies is not immediately apparent [19]. The
steeply increasing slope of the radii between N = 28 and
N = 32 is found to be common to the isotopic chains in this
region, indicating an almost Z-independent core-polarization
by neutrons filling the upper pf shell [23]. Going even more
neutron-rich, the Mn magnetic and quadrupole moments show
evidence of increased collectivity towards N = 40 [20–22].
Comparisons with large-scale shell-model calculations have
illustrated the importance of particle-hole excitations across
N = 40 and Z = 28 for the description of the nuclear structure
approaching N = 40.
In this article, the mean-square charge radii of 51,53−64Mn
measured in the two previously mentioned ISOLDE exper-
iments are presented. Mn is to date the first isotopic chain
below Z = 28 for which the ground-state properties beyond
N = 28 can be systematically studied for such a long sequence
of isotopes.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
The experimental campaign was performed at the ISOLDE
radioactive ion beam facility in CERN where exotic man-
ganese isotopes were produced via the bombardment of a thick
uranium carbide target with 1.4-GeV protons. Element selec-
tive ionization was achieved using the resonance ionization
laser ion source (RILIS) [24]. After mass separation in the
HRS, the isotopically pure ion beam was cooled and bunched
in the gas-filled RFQ ISCOOL [25] and reaccelerated to,
respectively, 40 and 30 keV, in the first and second experiment.
The bunched beam was then guided to the dedicated collinear
laser spectroscopy beam line COLLAPS [26–28] where it was
overlapped with a copropagating narrow-band laser beam.
A Doppler-tuning potential was applied to scan the laser
frequency across the hyperfine structure in the reference frame
of the ions or atoms. The fluorescence light from the decay
following the resonant laser-induced excitations between the
hyperfine levels was detected using sensitive photomultiplier
tubes placed perpendicular to the beam line.
In a first experiment, laser spectroscopy was performed on
an atomic transition from the 3d5 4s2 6S5/2 ground state to the
3d5 4s4p 6P 3/2 excited state at a wavelength of 280.1907 nm
(in vacuum). Hyperfine spectra of 51,53−64Mn were obtained.
The details of the experiment and data analysis are described
in Refs. [20,21]. To improve the sensitivity to quadrupole
moments, a second experiment was performed on an ionic
transition at 295.0066 nm (in vacuum) from the 3d5 4s 5S2
metastable state at 9472.97 cm−1 to the 3d5 4p 5P3 state
at 43370.51 cm−1. The population of the ionic metastable
state was enhanced using the technique of optical pumping in
the ISCOOL cooler/buncher, as outlined in Ref. [22]. In this
second experiment, only hyperfine spectra of the odd-even
53−63Mn isotopes were measured.
III. RESULTS
Typical hyperfine spectra measured on the atomic and ionic
transition are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The centroid
frequency νA0 for each spectrum is indicated with a vertical
dashed line. The isotope shifts relative to 55Mn
δν55,A = νA0 − ν550
extracted from these hyperfine spectra are presented in Table I;
the hyperfine A and B parameters were reported earlier in
Refs. [20–22]. Statistical errors obtained in the fit procedure
are indicated with round brackets while a systematic error due
to a ±15 V uncertainty in the acceleration voltage calibration
is assumed for both experiments, indicated in square brackets.
For completeness, also the isotope shifts measured previously
at the IGISOL facility JYFL in Jyva¨skyla¨ [19] using the same
ionic transition are reported in Table I.
The measured isotope shifts can be related to the changes
in mean-square charge radii δ〈r2〉 using (see, e.g., Ref. [3])
δν
55,A
j = Mj
mA − m55
mAm55
+ Fjδ〈r2〉55,A. (1)
Here mA is the mass of an isotope A and Mj and Fj are
the mass and field shift parameters specific to the electronic
transition j . The first term (mass shift) is due to the recoil
kinetic energy of a nucleus with finite mass while the second
term (field shift) originates from the changes in nuclear charge
distribution and hence contains the charge radius dependence.
To reliably extract the changes in mean-square charge radii, an
accurate knowledge of both electronic parameters is required.
In first-order perturbation theory, these parameters are constant
along an isotopic chain but they need to be determined for each
electronic transition separately.
A. Electronic factor calculations
For Mn, the mass and field shift factors cannot be deter-
mined by a direct comparison between the measured isotope
shifts and the independently known charge radii since the
absolute charge radius of only one isotope is known from
nonoptical methods. Therefore, one has to rely on theoretical
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FIG. 1. Hyperfine spectra of 51,53−64Mn measured on the atomic
6S5/2 → 6P 3/2 transition. The centroid for each spectrum is indicated
with a vertical dashed line. For 58,60,62Mn only the centroid frequency
of the ground state is indicated (the isomer shift is too small to be
visible on this scale).
calculations to obtain the electronic M and F factors, using,
e.g., the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) method [29].
The MCDF method, implemented in the GRASP2K
code [30], is applied to generate the orbitals for the atomic
3d54s2 6S5/2 and 3d54s4p 6P 3/2 configurations as well as the
ionic 3d54s 5S2 and 3d54p 5P 3 levels. In a subsequent step, the
Breit interaction is included by first-order perturbation theory
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FIG. 2. Hyperfine spectra of the odd-even 53−63Mn isotopes
measured on the ionic 5S2 → 5P 3 transition. The centroid frequency
for each spectrum is indicated with a vertical dashed line. Due
to the limited yield at 63Mn only the last three multiplets in the
hyperfine spectrum were measured, sufficient to extract the centroid
and hyperfine parameters.
in the configuration-interaction method [31]. The resulting
wave functions are then used to compute the mass shift
parameters by utilizing the RIS3 module [32] and the field
shift parameter is computed using the RATIP tools [33]. This
distinguishes the current results from the previous compu-
tations on the same ionic transition reported in Ref. [19],
where the relativistic correction to the mass shift operator
was neglected. However, these corrections do not exceed the
uncertainty due to the complex electronic structure. The open
3d shell makes theoretical calculations on atomic and singly
ionized manganese very challenging and extensive in terms of
required computational power.
In the MCDF approach, the wave function is represented
as a superposition of configuration state functions (CSFs).
Each CSF represents a specific electronic configuration and
the choice of this basis set is crucial for the quality of
the obtained results. In the lowest-order approximation, the
model space consists of the 3d, 4s, and 4p valence shells.
This space is then extended by adding a set of correlation
orbitals nl, which are populated by virtual excitations from the
reference configurations. Due to computational restrictions,
the correlation orbitals are limited to orbitals with angular
momentum up to f . In subsequent steps, the model space is
systematically extended by further layers with a new principal
quantum number n. The virtue of this model is that it allows
convergence of the desired quantities to be monitored as the
model space is expanded. For all computations performed in
this work, single and double excitations from the valence
054321-3
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TABLE I. Mn isotope shifts relative to 55Mn measured on the
atomic 3d5 4s2 6S5/2 → 3d5 4s4p 6P 3/2 transition and the ionic
3d5 4s 5S2 → 3d5 4p 5P3 transition. Additional to the statistical
uncertainty in round brackets, the systematic uncertainty on the
isotope shifts due to a ±15 V uncertainty on the calibration of the
acceleration voltage is indicated in square brackets.
A N δν55,Aatom (MHz) δν55,Aion (MHz)
50g 25 −1573(2)[27]a
50m 25 −1514(8)[27]a
51 26 −1698(7)[20] −1201(26)[21]a
52g 27 −745(7)[16]a
52m 27 −782(3)[16]a
53 28 −669(6)[9] −418(3)[10]
−418(2)[10]a
54 29 −307(6)[5] −192(4)[5]a
55 30 0 0
56 31 340(7)[5] 240(6)[5]a
57 32 655(7)[9] 422(5)[10]
58g 33 983(4)[13]
58m 33 990(4)[13]
59 34 1284(5)[17] 863(11)[19]
60g 35 1607(10)[21]
60m 35 1594(4)[21]
61 36 1843(7)[25] 1215(2)[27]
62g 37 2099(8)[28]
62m 37 2088(5)[28]
63 38 2355(6)[32] 1542(5)[35]
64 39 2566(6)[35]
aIsotope shift measured in Ref. [19] including a systematic error
arising from a ±15 V uncertainty of the calibration in the acceleration
voltage.
shells, as well as single excitations from all core shells,
are taken into account. All calculations are performed with
common core orbitals, while the correlation orbitals are
separately optimized for the upper and lower levels.
For the atomic calculations, the reference configurations
3d54(s2 + p2) for the ground-state and the excited-state
configurations 3d54s4p and 3d64s are used to generate five
correlation layers. This choice of the reference configurations
yields a well-balanced basis expansion such that the transition
energy as well as the M and F parameters converge well.
The computations on the ionic transitions show much more
complex electron correlations. It is found that the two levels
of interest significantly correlate with configurations where at
least one electron is excited to the 4f or 4d shell. A complete
treatment of this kind of correlations is not possible due to the
extremely large basis expansions. Therefore, an alternative
approach is used where the zeroth-order approximation is
computed with a space spanned by the 3d54s, 3d44p2, and
3d34s4d2 configurations for the lower level and 3d54p,
3d44s4p, and 3d34p4d2 for the upper level. The correlation
layers were then generated by using only the 3d5(4s + 4p)
configurations as a reference. This approach yields good
convergence for the first four layers; however, convergence
fails for the fifth layer, possibly due to neglected electronic
correlations.
TABLE II. Overview of the electronic mass and field shift
factors for the atomic 3d5 4s2 6S5/2 → 3d5 4s4p 6P 3/2 transition
and the ionic 3d5 4s 5S2 → 3d5 4p 5P3 transition calculated in the
multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock framework. Also the atomic factors
calculated with respect to (wrt) the ionic factors using the King
plot analysis are shown and vice versa. The estimated theoretical
uncertainties on the parameters are indicated in square brackets, and
where applicable, the fit errors from the King plot are indicated in
round brackets.
Transition Method M (GHz u) F (MHz/fm2)
Atom: MCDF +1158[81] −465[70]
6S5/2 → 6P 3/2 King plot wrt +1188(108)[65] −525(39)[93]
MCDF 2010
Ion: MCDF 4th +875[131] −546[82]
5S2 → 5P 3 MCDF 2010[19] +852[60] −572[86]
King plot wrt +819(125)[88] −506(38)[76]
MCDF atom
An overview of the different electronic factors obtained
from the computations described above and in Ref. [19]
(labeled MCDF 2010) can be found in Table II and a
comparison of the changes in charge radii evaluated with those
factors is shown in Fig. 3. There is good agreement between
the charge radii obtained with the electronic factors for the
atomic transition calculated in this work and the previously
published calculations on the ionic transition. The computation
on the ionic transition including up to four correlation layers
(this work) yields slightly larger differences in charge radii,
but the agreement is still better than the uncertainty due to
the omitted electronic correlations. Due to the aforementioned
convergence problems of the ionic calculations and the limited
treatment of electronic correlations, the atomic calculations are
considered to be more reliable. Therefore, the atomic results
are used in the following King plot analysis.
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FIG. 3. Comparison between the changes in mean-square charge
radii between N = 28 and N = 39 calculated using the mass and field
shift factors obtained in three different MCDF calculations. Only the
statistical experimental uncertainties are shown.
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FIG. 4. King plot using the isotope shifts of the atomic and ionic
transitions, shown in Table I. The best linear fit (black solid line)
is shown together with the linear relation obtained by filling in the
atomic MCDF and the ionic MCDF 2010 factors in Eq. (2) (dashed
red line).
An additional consistency check of the calculations is
performed via the King plot method [34]
μ55,Aδν55,Aion =
Fion
Fatom
μ55,Aδν55,Aatom + Mion −
Fion
Fatom
Matom, (2)
where μ55,A = m55mA/(mA − m55) is used as a scaling factor
for the isotope shifts. In Fig. 4 the scaled isotope shifts of
the ionic transition are plotted against those of the atomic
transition. A linear fit then gives the slope Fion
Fatom
= 1.09(8) and
intercept Mion − FionFatom Matom = −44(8) × 104 MHz u from
which the mass and field shift parameters of the ionic transition
can be determined from the atomic computation and vice versa
(see Table II).
In general, the estimation of the uncertainty on the mass
and field shift factor calculations is not straightforward since
the main source of error, omitted electronic correlations, is
difficult to quantify. Therefore, rather conservative theoretical
uncertainties of 15% are commonly assumed. However, in this
study, comparison of the independently computed values of
the ionic and atomic transition, correlated to each other using
the King plot method permits us to verify these uncertainties.
This comparison suggests that an uncertainty of 15% on F is
realistic while a 15% uncertainty on M seems overestimated.
From the agreement of the King plot analysis, an uncertainty
of 7% on M seems to be more appropriate.
B. Changes in mean-square charge radii
The changes in mean-square charge radii relative to 55Mn
are determined using the experimental isotope shifts in Table I
and the electronic factors shown in bold in Table II. Because
a King plot is used to link the mass and field shift factors
of the ionic transition to the atomic transition, the charge
radii extracted from the two transitions are consistent with
each other, as can be seen in Table III. Nevertheless, since
TABLE III. Changes in mean-square charge radii of 50−64Mn
relative to 55Mn. These are extracted from the isotope shifts measured
on the atomic 6S5/2 → 6P 3/2 and the ionic 5S2 → 5P 3 transition in
combination with the electronic parameters shown in bold in Table II.
The experimental errors consist of the statistical uncertainties and the
systematic uncertainties due to the uncertainty on the acceleration
voltage, shown in round and square brackets, respectively. No
theoretical uncertainties due to the uncertainty on the calculated mass
and field shift factors are shown, as explained in Sec. III B.
A N δ〈r2〉55,A (fm2)
Atom Ion
50g 25 0.168(4)[53]
50m 25 0.051(16)[53]
51 26 0.102(14)[42] 0.065(53)[41]
52g 27 − 0.226(14)[31]
52m 27 − 0.153(6)[31]
53 28 − 0.270(12)[20] − 0.285(7)[20]
54 29 − 0.177(12)[10] − 0.166(8)[10]
55 30 0 0
56 31 0.081(15)[10] 0.053(12)[10]
57 32 0.185(15)[19] 0.202(11)[19]
58g 33 0.234(8)[28]
58m 33 0.220(8)[28]
59 34 0.316(10)[37] 0.297(21)[37]
60g 35 0.329(14)[45]
60m 35 0.357(9)[45]
61 36 0.504(15)[53] 0.504(5)[54]
62g 37 0.615(18)[61]
62m 37 0.640(9)[61]
63 38 0.706(13)[69] 0.704(10)[69]
64 39 0.873(14)[76]
the charge radii are obtained by using only two parameters
for each transition, the one-by-one agreement between the
two transitions provides an independent cross-check of the
consistency of the isotope shift measurements.
In Table III no theoretical uncertainties are shown. This is
justified because although the theoretical uncertainty on the
electronic factors gives a large uncertainty on the exact δ〈r2〉
value, as illustrated in Fig. 5, it does not alter the discussion
in Sec. IV. Indeed, a variation of M and F causes a general
pivot about the reference point but does not change the local
trends, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Since nuclear structure effects
manifest themselves as local irregularities in the course of the
charge radii, the interpretation is not affected by the theoretical
uncertainty.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Mn radii systematics
In Fig. 5 the mean-square charge radii 〈r2〉 of the 50−64Mn
isotopes (N = 25–39) are plotted along with the charge radii
of the neighboring isotopes between 19K and 29Cu. For Mn
the results from the atomic transition are shown except for
50,51,52,54,56Mn for which only ionic data is available. The
〈r2〉 values are obtained with the reference radii of Fricke and
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FIG. 5. The experimental mean-square charge radii known in
the Mn region between N = 25 and N = 39. The Mn isotopes are
highlighted in red with the isomers in 50,52,58,60,64Mn indicated by
a blue star. The shaded area represents the theoretical uncertainty
assuming a 15% uncertainty on F and 7% on M .
Heilig [35] and the published changes in mean-square charge
radii [12,23,36–39].
A first observation is that the mean-square charge radii of
the 4+ isomers in neutron-rich 58,60,62Mn are very close to the
1+ ground-state radii, as indicated by the blue stars in Fig. 5.
This suggests similar degrees of deformation and no sizable
shape coexistence. Although the absolute difference in charge
radii of the two states is small, the charge radius of the isomer
in 58Mn is slightly smaller than that of the ground state, while
it is slightly larger in 60Mn and 62Mn. Note that the difference
in isomer and ground-state charge radii is much larger on
the neutron-deficient side. In the self-conjugate N = Z = 25
nucleus 50Mn this can be understood in terms of the difference
in isospin (T = 0 and T = 1), as was discussed previously for
38
19K19 [40].
A strong effect of the N = 28 shell closure is seen as a
local minimum in the mean-square charge radii of all isotopic
chains. Moreover, the increase in charge radii beyond N = 28
is strikingly independent of Z, as pointed out previously in
a study of the neutron-rich 19K isotopes [23]. In Fig. 6, the
changes in mean-square charge radii of Mn determined in this
work are plotted together with those of 26Fe [37], 28Ni [38],
and 29Cu [39] relative to N = 30. On first sight, it might seem
that the Mn radii do not follow the regional trend, but one has
to remember that the theoretical uncertainty on the radii due
to the uncertainty on the calculated mass and field shift factors
allows for a pivot of the slope within the shaded area. Indeed,
when for example the mass shift factor Matom is increased
by 5%, well within the quoted uncertainty, the mean-square
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FIG. 6. Changes in mean-square charge radii of Mn, Fe, Ni, and
Cu with respect to N = 30. The shaded area represents the theoretical
uncertainty on the Mn radii assuming a 15% uncertainty on F and
7% on M . To illustrate the meaning of this uncertainty, also the
Mn mean-square charge radii in which the mass shift factor M is
increased by 5% are shown.
charge radii of Mn are found to agree almost perfectly with
those of the neighboring isotopic chains, as illustrated by the
dashed line and open symbols in Fig. 6. By this depiction, it
additionally becomes clear that the apparent dip at N = 35,
which seems anomalous at first, is rather due to a combination
of odd-even staggering and a sudden increase in charge radii
at N = 36, as will be discussed next.
Whereas in Cu the mean-square charge radii exhibit a
weakly parabolic behavior between N = 28 and N = 40 [39],
in Mn a rapid increase in charge radii is observed from N = 36
onwards. This observation is consistent with the increase in the
spectroscopic quadrupole moments [22] and the behavior of
the magnetic moments [20,21], interpreted as arising from
particle-hole excitations across Z = 28 and N = 40. From
N = 36 onwards, these magnetic and quadrupole moments
can be described by large-scale shell-model calculations only
if excitations of neutrons from the pf shell into the g9/2 and
d5/2 orbits are included, as well as proton excitations across
Z = 28.
A good reproduction of the experimental magnetic and
quadrupole moments is achieved in the Monte Carlo shell
model (MCSM) framework using the modified A3DA in-
teraction [41,42], which includes the full pf shell and
g9/2d5/2 orbitals in the model space for both protons and
neutrons [22]. This gives confidence in the predictive power of
these calculations to discuss the shape of the Mn ground states.
A constrained Hartree-Fock calculation using this A3DA
shell-model Hamiltonian provides the potential energy surface
on which the distribution of the MCSM basis states (deformed
Slater determinants) as a function of the intrinsic quadrupole
moments Q0 ∝ 〈2z2 − x2 − y2〉 and Q2 ∝ 〈x2 − y2〉 is plot-
ted. Figure 7 presents these potential energy surfaces for the
ground states of the odd-even 53−65Mn isotopes, showing the
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FIG. 7. Potential energy surfaces of odd-even 53−63Mn isotopes,
coordinated by Q0 and Q2 (or alternatively γ ranging between 0◦ and
60◦). The distribution of the MCSM basis states is depicted by the
circles. The locations of the circles indicate the intrinsic shapes of the
MCSM basis states and the sizes denote their importance in the total
wave function; see Ref. [41] for more information. The energy scale
is relative to the minimum of each potential energy surface, and the
contour plots are shown up to a cutoff energy of 8 MeV.
evolution of intrinsic shape between N = 28 and N = 40. At
the N = 28 shell closure the distribution of intrinsic shapes is
centered around the spherical minimum. This changes towards
moderately deformed prolate structures between N = 30 and
34, then an additional increase in prolate deformation is
seen in N = 36 and 38, and a maximum is reached at
N = 40. However, a picture in which only axial symmetric
deformation is considered is too simple since from N = 34
onwards a triaxial minimum appears and becomes dominant
in N = 36,38 and N = 40. Moreover, the observed spread
in the distribution of intrinsic shapes points to considerable
shape fluctuations in the ground states of the neutron-rich Mn
isotopes. Such shape fluctuations were already suggested to be
important in the low-energy structure of the neutron-rich 24Cr
isotopes from a constrained Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov plus
local quasiparticle random-phase approximation study [43].
The sudden increase in experimental charge radii is in
accordance with the predicted change in nuclear shape at
N = 36 although these calculations indicate that the change
in the radii cannot be solely attributed to a change in static
prolate deformation.
B. Charge radii and masses
In this section, the connection between the trend in mean-
square charge radii and the masses of the Mn isotopes is
examined. Across the nuclear chart, trends in charge radii are
in general closely reflected in the course of the two-neutron
separation energies, with clear examples in the A ∼ 100 and
rare-earth regions [44,45]. However, this correspondence is
not always straightforward, as shown in [19] for the light mass
region. For example, the prominentN = 28 shell closure effect
in the Mn charge radii is almost not visible in the two-neutron
separation energies. Such discrepancies are not unexpected,
since the charge radii and binding energies reflect different
aspects of the nuclear wave function. In the context of shape
coexistence, for example, it becomes clear that states with
very different quantum-mechanical structure can be almost
degenerate in energy; thus a huge effect in nuclear size can
be accompanied by a small change in nuclear binding. In
particular, for the Mn isotopes the Z ≈ N ≈ 25 (also known as
the Wigner effect [46]) plays an important role in modifying the
trend of the two-neutron separation energies close to N = 28.
Furthermore, a change of ground-state structure when crossing
N = 28 might also bring an additional energy contribution to
the trend close to the semimagic 53Mn 28. Indeed, the spin
changes from 5/2− to 7/2− and back to 5/2− in 51,53,55Mn,
along with a significant increase of their quadrupole moments
going from Qs(53Mn) = +0.16(3) fm2 at the shell closure
to Qs = +0.42(7) fm2 and Qs = +0.33(1) fm2 in 51,55Mn,
respectively [19,22].
Precise mass measurements of the neutron-rich Mn were
presented by Naimi et al. [48] noting that it was unclear
whether the observed 4+ state in 62Mn was the ground or
isomeric state, with a tentative assignment to the isomer.
In the mean time, a Coulomb excitation experiment has
been performed in which the 4+ state was proposed to lie
346 keV above the 1+ ground state [49]. With this new
information, the ground-state two-neutron separation energies
can be recalculated, as shown in Fig. 8. The inset highlights the
difference between the original (dashed line) and recalculated
(solid line) values. While in the original publication a sudden
increase in two-neutron separation energies at N = 38 was
observed using the measured 62Mn mass, this effect is washed
out using the recalculated ground-state mass. Instead, the
two-neutron separation energies gradually curve up towards
N = 40, which would rather be linked to a gradual onset
of collectivity [50]. So although the onset of deformation
seems to occur suddenly at N = 36 in the charge radii, this is
accompanied by a smooth change of the ground-state binding
energies.
Similar to Mn, a smooth upwards curvature is also seen
in the 26Fe isotopic chain while an abrupt discontinuity
at N = 36 is observed in the AME2012 evaluation of 24Cr
isotopes. However, new measurements show a much smoother
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FIG. 8. Two-neutron separation energies plotted from 20Ca to
28Ni. Data taken from the AME2012 atomic-mass evaluation [47]
complemented with data from Refs. [10,48]. The 62Mn binding
energy is recalculated with the tentative Coulomb excitation infor-
mation [49], which influences the S2n at 62Mn and 64Mn. The inset
shows the difference between the recalculated values (full line) and
the original publication [48] (dashed line).
behavior [51], although the reported errors are relatively large.
High-precision mass measurements are required to clarify
the issue. To complete the picture, mean-square charge radii
measurements for the Cr and Fe isotopes would be highly
desirable.
C. Duflo-Zuker analysis
To conclude the discussion, the changes in mean-square
charge radii of the Mn isotopes are compared to theoretical
calculations using the Duflo-Zuker [52] formalism, shown in
Fig. 9. It is based on the fact that radii are single-particle
operators that depend on orbital occupancies and their sizes.
A recent study [53] suggests that this formalism accounts for
shell effects due to anomalously large orbits (s1/2, p3/2, and
p1/2 in the neutron sd and pf shells, respectively), and leads
to a reproduction of the experimental changes in root mean-
square charge radii in K and Ca.
The Duflo-Zuker expression consists of two terms,
√〈
r2π
〉 = A1/3
[
ρ0 − ζ2
t
A4/3
− υ
2
(
t
A
)2]
e(g/A) (3a)
+ λ
A1/3
[
z(Dπ − z)
D2π
n(Dν − n)
D2ν
]
, (3b)
where t = N − Z. Considering the terms (3a) and (3b)
separately, the first term (3a) is derived by noting that rπ is
an isospin vector. Therefore, its square contains a scalar, a
24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40
-0.5
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FIG. 9. Experimental mean-square charge radii of Mn compared
to the naive (3a) and correlated (3a) + (3b) predictions using the
Duflo-Zuker expression.
vector and a tensor, associated with coefficients ρ0, ζ , and
υ, respectively. The expression for neutrons is obtained by
reversing the sign of t , so the difference in neutron and proton
charge radius, the neutron skin, is given by

rνπ =
√〈
r2ν
〉−√〈r2π 〉 = ζ teg/AA . (4)
Here eg/A is a phenomenological correction factor which
accounts for the larger radii in light nuclei. By a four-parameter
fit to the known radii of isotopes with A  60, g = 1.37,
ρ0 = 0.947 fm, υ = 0.295 fm, and ζ = 0.8 fm are found,
giving a rms deviation of 0.04 fm. Using this first term
as a naive approach which only depends on t and A, a
smooth variation of the charge radii is obtained as shown in
Fig. 9. The necessary shell effects are introduced by adding a
second term (3b) which depends on the orbital occupancies
of the extruder-intruder (EI) valence spaces, delimited by
N,Z = 6,14,28,50, . . . [54, Sec. IC]. The degeneracy of each
valence shell is then given by Dπ,ν = 8,14,22, . . . and the
number of active particles is indicated by n,z. For the Mn
isotopes this becomes z = 11 and Dπ = 14 for the protons
and n = N − 14, Dν = 14 for N  28 or n = N − 28 and
Dν = 22 for N > 28. Note that this second term becomes
zero at the extruder-intruder shell closures.
Once the second term (3b) is included in the fit, slightly
varied fit parameters (g = 1.14, ρ0 = 0.94 fm, υ = 0.334
fm, ζ = 0.8 fm, and λ = 5.208) are extracted and a good
reproduction of the charge radii below Z = 30 is obtained.
This reduces the rms deviation to 0.02 fm.
The changes in mean-square charge radii obtained using
the full Duflo-Zuker expression applied to the Mn isotopic
chain (blue stars) are compared to the experimental values
(red circles) in Fig. 9. Between N = 28 and N = 35, the
agreement is good (taking into account the uncertainty on the
experimental charge radii due to the uncertainty on M and F ,
as indicated by the shaded area) and similar to K and Ca, the
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strong increase in charge radii beyond N = 28 is suggested
to be associated with the large size of the (halo) neutron p3/2
orbital [53]. Due to isovector polarizability [53], an increase
of neutron radii causes larger charge (proton) radii as well.
Nevertheless, above N = 35 and below N = 28 there are clear
deviations between theory and experiment. This indicates that
the large deformations, shown to be important for the Mn
isotopes in this and previous work [19–22], are not fully taken
into account in Eq. (3). Since in the K and Ca isotopes no
similar large onset of deformation below N = 28 is observed,
the mean-square charge radii are well reproduced [53].
V. CONCLUSION
The 51,53−64Mn isotopes have been studied in two collinear
laser spectroscopy experiments at the COLLAPS beam line at
ISOLDE, CERN. In this article, the isotope shifts and extracted
mean-square charge radii were presented.
The electronic mass shift and field shift factors for
the atomic 3d54s2 6S5/2 → 3d54s4p 6P 3/2 and the ionic
3d54s 5S2 → 3d54p 5P 3 transitions have been calculated in the
multiconfigurational Dirac-Fock framework. Because of the
open 3d electron shell, these calculations are particularly com-
plex and relatively large uncertainties onM andF are assumed.
The nuclear structure along the Mn isotopic chain is
discussed based on the available ground-state properties. A
clear connection between the moments and charge radii is
observed, pointing to a good N = 28 shell closure and a rapid
onset of deformation towards N = 40. The variation of the
two-neutron separation energies on the other hand is rather
smooth, showing that these effects do not necessarily lead to
discontinuities in the mass surface.
Furthermore, the evolution of the intrinsic shapes in the
Mn isotopic chain was investigated in the Monte Carlo
shell-model framework using the modified A3DA effective
interaction. This suggests that the increase in charge radii
from N = 35 is not only due to a static increase in prolate
deformation, but that also triaxiality and shape fluctuations are
important.
Finally, the changes in mean-square charge radii were
discussed using the Duflo-Zuker model. The sharp increase in
charge radii beyond N = 28, common to all isotopes studied
in the region so far, has been related to the occupancy of the
neutron (halo) orbitals. However, below N = 28 and above
N = 35 the experimental values depart from the theoretical
predictions, which is explained as due to deformation.
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